
The Tycoons Temporary Baby / A Lone Star Love Affair By Emily McKay : Fast paced books with lots
of world building snarky heroines and swoony heroes, I live in the Austin Texas hill country with my
geeky husband and two extremely geeky kids: We have dogs chickens cats and LEGOs than should
be allowed by law. The Tycoon's Temporary Baby - Emily McKay (Billionaires and Babies #17) To
keep custody of her baby niece Wendy Leland needs a rich successful husband- fast. But when
Wendy's very rich very successful and very sexy boss offers himself as her temporary husband she's
reluctant: Tightly controlled tycoon Jonathan Bagdon can only be proposing for one reason- to stop
his star assistant from leaving: But when he plays the role of newlywed with passion it becomes
crystalclear that going from boardroom to bedroom will change both their bottom lines: A Lone Star
Love Affair - Sara Orwig Isabelle Smith isn't surprised- or insulted- that her new boss Texas tycoon
Tony Ryder doesn't remember her: But when he takes over her company she vows to stay only as
long as he never uncovers the truth, But then he does The man who always gets his way makes her
an offer she can't refuse: Still Isabelle won't mix business and pleasure without a wedding ring- and
Tony isn't a marrying man: Which means they're both in for the most passionate negotiation of their
lives! The Tycoons Temporary Baby / A Lone Star Love Affair

.
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I write the kinds of books I want to read. I love story pop culture gossip and baked goods. I’m a
modern day hippy and certified LEGO nerd. Oh and I stress bake. So if my characters talk about food
a lot that’s why. Their night of passion was so long ago


